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Risuko Jan 20 2022 Can One Girl Win A War? My name is Kano
Murasaki, but everyone calls me Risuko. Squirrel. I am from
Serenity Province, though I was not born there. My nation has
been at war for a hundred years, Serenity is under attack and my
family is in disgrace, but some people think that I can bring
victory. That I can be a very special kind of woman. All I want to
do is climb. My name is Kano Murasaki, but everyone calls me
Squirrel. Risuko. ~*~ Though Japan has been devastated by a
century of civil war, Risuko just wants to climb trees. Growing up
far from the battlefields and court intrigues, the fatherless girl
finds herself pulled into a plot that may reunite Japan — Access
or may
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destroy it. She is torn from her home and what is left of her
family, but finds new friends at a school that may not be what it
seems. Magical but historical, Risuko follows her along the first
dangerous steps to discovering who she truly is. Kano Murasaki,
called Risuko (Squirrel) is a young, fatherless girl, more
comfortable climbing trees than down on the ground. Yet she
finds herself enmeshed in a game where the board is the whole
nation of Japan, where the pieces are armies, moved by scheming
lords, and a single girl couldn’t possibly have the power to change
the outcome. Or could she? YOUNG ADULT HISTORICAL
ADVENTURE As featured in Kirkus, Foreword, and on the cover
of Publishers Weekly! Tight, exciting, and thoughtful... The
characters are nicely varied and all the pieces fit into place deftly.
-- Kirkus Reviews Risuko is an artfully crafted novel that evokes a
heavy sense of place and enchantment.... Risuko's development
and evolution are fascinating to watch in this powerful and
relentless coming-of-age adventure. -- Foreword Reviews
(spotlight review) Vividly portrayed, flush with cultural detail, and
smoothly written. -- BookLife
Tek Vengeance Oct 17 2021 With his fiancée about to testify
against the Teklord drug cartels, PI Jack Cardigan is lured to
Brazil in a deadly scheme that could spark a new TekWar. A man
in Berlin has just learned something that could save Jake
Cardigan’s life. But before he can pass on this vital information,
he dies under suspicious circumstances—setting off a chain
reaction that will change Cardigan’s life forever, threatening to
destroy every person he loves. Cardigan’s fiancée, Beth, goes to
Berlin to testify against the ruthless drug cartel controlled by
Sonny Hokori and the Teklords. Cardigan plans to be there to
protect her against the nefarious assassins of the Teklords, but an
urgent case calls him to Rio. By the time he realizes the Brazilian
case is no more than a set-up to take him away from Beth, it may
be too late to save her—and prevent a new round of TekWars
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biography of William Shatner including rare images and neverbefore-seen documents from the author’s personal collection.
Louie's Widow Jun 13 2021
Columbine Jun 01 2020 **THE GROUNDBREAKING
BESTSELLER AND CLASSIC** 'Excellent . . . amazing how much
still comes as a surprise' New York Times Book Review 'Like
Capote's In Cold Blood, this tour de force gets below the who and
the what of a horrifying incident to lay bare the devastating why'
People 'A staggering work of journalism' Washington Post 'The
tragedies keep coming. As we reel from the latest horror...' So
begins the epilogue, illustrating how Columbine has become the
template for nearly two decades of "spectacle murders." It makes
the imperative to understand the crime that sparked this flame
more urgent than ever. What really happened on April 20th,
1999? The horror left an indelible stamp on the American psyche,
but most of what we thought we knew was wrong. It wasn't about
jocks, Goths or the Trench Coast Mafia. Dave Cullen was one of
the first reporters on the scene, and he spent ten years on this
book, the definitive account. With a keen investigative eye and
psychological acumen, he draws on mountains of evidence,
insight from the world's leading forensic psychologists , and the
killers' own words and drawings - several reproduced in a new
appendix. Cullen paints raw portraits of two polar opposite
killers. They contrast starkly with the flashes of resilience and
redemption among the survivors.
The Columbus Affair Apr 11 2021 Tom Sagan is staring down
the barrel of a gun. He has lost everything he ever loved: his job,
his wife, his daughter, his reputation. What hurts most is that he
knows his Pulitzer Prize-winning career as a journalist was
sabotaged. He was set up, but he can't prove it. They - whoever
they are - have beaten him. So he decides to end his life. But
before he can pull the trigger, an enigmatic stranger appears.
ZachariahSimon has Tom's estranged daughter at his mercy.
Free
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five hundred-year-old mystery, one with explosive consequences
in the modern world. On a perilous quest that takes them from
Vienna, to Prague and finally to the Blue Mountains of Jamaica,
the two men square off in a dangerous game. Along the way, both
of their lives will forever be altered - and everything we know
about Christopher Columbus will change.
The Vengeance of Mothers Jun 25 2022 The stunning sequel to
the award-winning novel One Thousand White Women: A Novel.
"Clever and satisfying...Fergus is a superb writer [and] the
characters are as real as any pioneer women who braved the
rigors of westering." —The Denver Post "A gripping tale, a history
lesson infused with both sadness at the violence perpetuated
against the Cheyenne and awe at the endurance of this
remarkable group of women." —Booklist, starred review 9 March
1876 My name is Meggie Kelly and I take up this pencil with my
twin sister, Susie. We have nothing left, less than nothing. The
village of our People has been destroyed, all our possessions
burned, our friends butchered by the soldiers, our baby daughters
gone, frozen to death on an ungodly trek across these rocky
mountains. Empty of human feeling, half-dead ourselves, all that
remains of us intact are hearts turned to stone. We curse the U.S.
government, we curse the Army, we curse the savagery of
mankind, white and Indian alike. We curse God in his heaven. Do
not underestimate the power of a mother’s vengeance... So begins
the Journal of Margaret Kelly, a woman who participated in the
U.S. government's "Brides for Indians" program in 1873, a
program whose conceit was that the way to peace between the
United States and the Cheyenne Nation was for One Thousand
White Woman to be given as brides in exchange for three
hundred horses. These "brides" were mostly fallen women;
women in prison, prostitutes, the occasional adventurer, or those
incarcerated in asylums. No one expected this program to work.
And the brides themselves thought of it simply as a chance at
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spouses and had children with them...and became Cheyenne
themselves. The Vengeance of Mothers explores what happens to
the bonds between wives and husbands, children and mothers,
when society sees them as "unspeakable." What does it mean to
be white, to be Cheyenne, and how far will these women go to
avenge the ones they love? With vivid detail and keen emotional
depth, Jim Fergus brings to light a time and place in American
history and fills it with unforgettable characters who live and
breathe with a passion we can relate to even today.
Dinner at the Center of the Earth Mar 10 2021 A political thriller
set against the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, from the Pulitzernominated, bestselling author of For the Relief of Unbearable
Urges. A Los Angeles Times Best Book of the Year “Blends
elements of spy thriller and love story, magical realism, and an
all-too-real history of one of the world’s most intractable
problems: peace between Israel and its neighbors." —The Boston
Globe In the Negev desert, a nameless prisoner languishes in a
secret cell, his only companion the guard who has watched over
him for a dozen years. Meanwhile, the prisoner’s arch
nemesis—The General, Israel’s most controversial leader—lies
dying in a hospital bed. From Israel and Gaza to Paris, Italy, and
America, Englander provides a kaleidoscopic view of the
prisoner’s unlikely journey to his cell. Dinner at the Center of the
Earth is a tour de force—a powerful, wryly funny, intensely
suspenseful portrait of a nation riven by insoluble conflict, and
the man who improbably lands at the center of it all.
Child of Vengeance Sep 28 2022 Scholar. Warrior. Samurai. His
name was Bennosuke, son of the great Munisai Shinmen, known
throughout the empire as one of the greatest warriors who ever
lived. His destiny was to become a great warrior like his father - a
Samurai, one of the most feared and respected in the world. But
before fame comes action, and Bennosuke must prove himself on
the battlefield before he can claim his inheritance. And in his way
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enemy, a man who is determined to kill Bennosuke. It is a battle
between honour and vengeance, pride and reputation. And
Bennosuke must look death in the eye before he can call himself a
warrior. Before he can call himself Musashi, the greatest warrior
of all time.
Ransom Dec 07 2020 In this exquisite gem of a novel, David
Malouf shines new light on Homer's Iliad, adding twists and
reflections, as well as flashes of earthy humour, to surprise and
enchant. Lyrical, immediate and heartbreaking, Malouf's fable
engraves the epic themes of the Trojan war onto a perfect
miniature - themes of war and heroics, hubris and humanity,
chance and fate, the bonds between soldiers, fathers and sons, all
brilliantly recast for our times.
Cloud Of Sparrows May 12 2021 Warrior clans nursing ancient
grudges. Western missionaries brandishing pistols. Beautiful
geishas who are deadly ninjas. 1861 - after two centuries of
isolation Japan has been forced to open its doors. Now new
influences are tearing apart the old order. Japan is as unprepared
for outsiders as missionaries are for samurai assassins,
executions and honour killings. Genji's life is at risk. He plans his
escape to the Cloud of Sparrows but the road is long and there
are many places along the way for brutal samurai to attack -The
demons of the past, the treachery of the present, an uncertain
future are about to collide in the most terrifying ways.
Sword of Honour Apr 23 2022 Honour, duty, vengeance... The
way of the Samurai. The second Samurai adventure from David
Kirk, perfect for fans of Conn Iggulden. Musashi Miyamoto's
reputation precedes him. He is known as the greatest warrior of
all time. But all that must change, for Miyamoto and his men have
been defeated in the great battle of Sekigahara. Tens of
thousands of men lie slaughtered and the Armies of the East have
claimed a glorious victory. And now, alone but alive, he must
contemplate his future. Until this moment he has lived and fought
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with honour. But in defeat he must question everything, and what
he once saw as honour he now sees as ignorance. But tradition is
strong and he is just one man. But though he seeks to throw off
the past, the past will not let him go. His name is on a list of those
who have dishonoured the Yoshioka warriors, and a man has been
sent to claim is head in their name. And so, though he renounces
violence, he must protect himself and seek revenge on those who
would have him dead…
Gender, Violence, and the Past in Edda and Saga Jul 02 2020
Gender, Violence, and the Past in Edda and Saga is the first book
to investigate both the relation between gender and violence in
the Old Norse Poetic Edda and key family and contemporary
sagas, and the interrelated nature of these genres. Beginning
with an analysis of eddaic attitudes to heroic violence and its
gendered nature through the figures of Guðrún and Helgi, the
study broadens out to the whole poetic compilation and how the
past (and particularly the mythological past) inflects the heroic
present. This paves the way for a consideration of the comparable
relationship between the heroic poems themselves and later
reworkings of them or allusions to them in the family and
contemporary sagas. The book's thematic concentration on
gender/sexuality and violence, and its generic concentration on
Poetic Edda and later texts which rework or allude to it, enable a
diverse but coherent exploration of both key and neglected Norse
texts and the way in which their authors display a dual fascination
with and rejection of heroic vengeance.
Sword of Honor Nov 18 2021 Samurai Musashi Miyamoto may
have survived the cataclysmic battle of Sekigahara, but not
without making enemies among the Yoshioka school of warriors.
The second Musashi shows his face in Kyoto, he knows they will
do everything in their power to make good on their threat to feed
him to the crows. Still, taking down the Yoshioka is a crucial step
in abolishing the “way of the sword,” an ancient code that binds
Free
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is prepared to risk everything … but even his spectacular gifts
with the sword may prove no match for the cunning of powerful
lords.
POP. 1280 Jan 28 2020 A classic crime novel from 'the best
suspense writer going, bar none' New York Times Nick Corey
likes being the high sheriff of Potts County. But Nick has a few
problems that he needs to deal with: like his loveless marriage,
the pimps who torment him, the honest man who is running
against him in the upcoming elections and the women who adore
him. And it turns out that Nick isn't anything like as amiable,
easy-going or as slow as he seems. He's as sly, brutal and corrupt
as they come.
Last Sword in the West Apr 30 2020 Never bring a gun to a
sword fight. Years after the conclusion of a civil war, Tomas
wanders the endless grasslands of the frontier, still searching for
an elusive peace. He dreams of finding a quiet place, far beyond
the ever-expanding reach of civilization, where he can sheath his
sword for good. But he can't look the other way when he passes
through a town caught in a duel between two powerful
organizations. The graveyard outside of town is full, and
innocents hide in their homes, hoping to survive the coming
battle. Before long, Tomas is caught within the web of the
escalating conflict, a lone swordsman standing against two violent
forces that seek to control the town and the unnatural power it
contains. He quickly appears destined to join countless others in
their unmarked graves. But Tomas has a secret, too. And it would
be a mistake to underestimate him. His war isn't over yet.
Errand of Vengeance #1: The Edge of the Sword Feb 21 2022 Lt.
Jan Anderson is the newest security officer aboard the U.S.S.
Enterprise. He joins the crew at a time of mounting tension
between the Federation and the Klingon Empire. Previous battles
have been inconclusive, but Starfleet Command fears that the
Klingons are gearing up for a major offensive. The Enterprise
would be on the front lines of an all-out interstellar war. Access
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Lieutenant Anderson has a secret - he is actually a Klingon
infiltrator assigned to sabotage Starfleet from within. His first
mission - kill Capt. James T. Kirk.
I Wear the Black Hat Aug 03 2020 One-of-a-kind cultural critic
and New York Times bestselling author Chuck Klosterman “offers
up great facts, interesting cultural insights, and thoughtprovoking moral calculations in this look at our love affair with
the anti-hero” (New York magazine). Chuck Klosterman, “The
Ethicist” for The New York Times Magazine, has walked into the
darkness. In I Wear the Black Hat, he questions the modern
understanding of villainy. When we classify someone as a bad
person, what are we really saying, and why are we so obsessed
with saying it? How does the culture of malevolence operate?
What was so Machiavellian about Machiavelli? Why don’t we see
Bernhard Goetz the same way we see Batman? Who is more
worthy of our vitriol—Bill Clinton or Don Henley? What was O.J.
Simpson’s second-worst decision? And why is Klosterman still
haunted by some kid he knew for one week in 1985? Masterfully
blending cultural analysis with self-interrogation and imaginative
hypotheticals, I Wear the Black Hat delivers perceptive
observations on the complexity of the antihero (seemingly the
only kind of hero America still creates). As the Los Angeles Times
notes: “By underscoring the contradictory, often knee-jerk ways
we encounter the heroes and villains of our culture, Klosterman
illustrates the passionate but incomplete computations that have
come to define American culture—and maybe even American
morality.” I Wear the Black Hat is a rare example of serious
criticism that’s instantly accessible and really, really funny.
Sword of Honor Jul 14 2021 In the epic historical novel Hours of
the Dog (or Sword of Honour), David Kirk continues the saga of
Musashi Miyamoto as he journeys to the ancient city of Kyoto to
fight for his life and his ideals. Having survived the cataclysmic
battle of Sekigahara, which established the mighty Tokugawa
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determined to proclaim his revolutionary epiphany that the "way
of the sword," the ancient code that binds samurai to their
masters, needs to be abolished. But during the battle Musashi
insulted an adept of the powerful Yoshioka School, and a price
has been put on his head. Musashi travels to Kyoto, domain of the
Yoshioka, for a reckoning. He has taken up with Ameku, a
beautiful blind woman branded as a witch; his burgeoning love
for her will make him vulnerable. Mushashi intends to deal a
crushing blow to the traditional samurai dogma by destroying the
Yoshioka warriors, but Musashi will learn that his spectacular
gifts with the sword are no match for the cunning of powerful
lords. The wily Tokugawa governor, still struggling to establish
dominance in Kyoto, sees in Musashi just the weapon he needs to
overcome the rebellious Yoshioka. Hours of the Dog seamlessly
blends meticulous research, mesmerizing action sequences, and a
driving narrative to bring this extraordinary figure to life.
Relentless Souls Dec 19 2021 A new threat has risen. For years,
peace has reigned within the boundaries of the empire. Monks,
gifted with extraordinary powers, wander the land, keeping order
by any means necessary. Their gifts make them invincible, or so
most believe. A lone warrior disagrees. Guided by a shadowy
organization, Fang seeks to break the monasteries. Once left for
dead by powerful monks, revenge has driven him to unimaginable
strength. Only one obstacle stands in his way. His name is Lei,
and he is no hero. Exiled by the monasteries for an unforgivable
crime, he's more comfortable with a drink in his hand than a
sword. But he's about to be thrust into a fight he had no part in
starting. As destiny hurtles the two men into inevitable conflict,
the fate of the empire hangs in the balance.
Harbinger Mar 22 2022 Imagine Alias combined with Star Trek
and you a have the idea behind for VANGUARD, a new concept
for Star Trek fiction that takes it in a compelling new direction,
presenting a new perspective on the classic Original Series era,
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VANGUARD is a Starfleet space station charged with the
exploration and colonization of a region of space that holds a
highly coveted, mysterious, and potentially cataclysmic secret one that the Federation must solve before anyone else. The race
is on and at the centre of this intrigue is an eclectic mix of
Starfleet and civilian protagonists unlike any crew previously
seen in Star Trek. Their turbulent lives aboard the station and on
the ships they travel are painted against the backdrop of an
evolving storyline that will gain momentum as the series
progresses and the layers of ancient mystery are steadily peeled
back, one after another.
Star Trek: Discovery: Drastic Measures Jul 22 2019 An all-new
novel based upon the explosive Star Trek TV series! It is 2246,
ten years prior to the Battle at the Binary Stars, and an
aggressive contagion is ravaging the food supplies of the remote
Federation colony Tarsus IV and the eight thousand people who
call it home. Distress signals have been sent, but any meaningful
assistance is weeks away. Lieutenant Commander Gabriel Lorca
and a small team assigned to a Starfleet monitoring outpost are
caught up in the escalating crisis, and bear witness as the
colony’s governor, Adrian Kodos, employs an unimaginable
solution in order to prevent mass starvation. While awaiting
transfer to her next assignment, Commander Philippa Georgiou is
tasked with leading to Tarsus IV a small, hastily assembled group
of first responders. It’s hoped this advance party can help
stabilize the situation until more aid arrives, but Georgiou and
her team discover that they‘re too late—Governor Kodos has
already implemented his heinous strategy for extending the
colony’s besieged food stores and safeguarding the community’s
long-term survival. In the midst of their rescue mission, Georgiou
and Lorca must now hunt for the architect of this horrific tragedy
and the man whom history will one day brand “Kodos the
Executioner”….
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FICTION BOOK OF THE MONTH AUGUST 2018 AND A SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLER 'An astonishingly detailed picture of
espionage in the 1980s, written with pacey journalistic verve and
an eerily contemporary feel.' Ben Macintyre, The Times ‘A
gripping story of courage, professionalism, and betrayal in the
secret world.’ Rodric Braithwaite, British Ambassador in Moscow,
1988-1992 ‘One of the best spy stories to come out of the Cold
War and all the more riveting for being true.’ Washington Post
January, 1977. While the chief of the CIA’s Moscow station fills
his gas tank, a stranger drops a note into the car. In the years
that followed, that stranger, Adolf Tolkachev, became one of the
West’s most valuable spies. At enormous risk Tolkachev and his
handlers conducted clandestine meetings across Moscow, using
spy cameras, props, and private codes to elude the KGB in its own
backyard – until a shocking betrayal put them all at risk. Drawing
on previously classified CIA documents and interviews with firsthand participants, The Billion Dollar Spy is a brilliant feat of
reporting and a riveting true story from the final years of the Cold
War.
Anthem Feb 09 2021 'Noah Hawley taps into our existential
anxiety- and transforms it into a hefty page-turner that's equal
parts horrific, catastrophic and, at times, strangely entertaining' New York Times 'Terrifyingly good... Hawley is such an
experienced storyteller...this book is nothing if not art imitating
life' - Irish Sunday Independent From the visionary bestselling
author of Before the Fall and The Good Father, an epic literary
thriller set where America is right now . . . and the world will be
tomorrow. America spins into chaos as the last remnants of
political consensus break apart. Against a background of
environmental disaster and opioid addiction, debate descends into
violence and militias roam the streets - while teenagers across the
world seem driven to self-destruction, communicating by memes
only they can understand. Yet the markets still tick up and the
super-rich, like Ty Oliver, fly above the flames in private Access
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After the death of his daughter, Ty dispatches his son Simon to an
Anxiety Abatement Center. There he encounters another boy
called the Prophet. And the Prophet wants him to join a quest.
Before long, Simon is on the road with a crew of new comrades
on a rescue mission as urgent as it is enigmatic. Suddenly heroes
of their own story, they are crossing the country in search of a
young woman held in a billionaire's retreat - and, just possibly,
the only hope of escape from the apocalypse bequeathed to them
by their parents' generation. Noah Hawley's epic literary thriller,
full of unforgettably vivid characters, finds unquenchable lights in
the darkest corners. Uncannily topical and yet as timeless as a
Grimm's fairy tale, this is a novel of excoriating power, raw
emotion and narrative verve, confirming Hawley as one of the
most essential writers of our time. 'Hawley makes this sing by
combining the social commentary of a Margaret Atwood novel
with the horrors of a Stephen King book' - Publishers Weekly * * *
PRAISE FOR NOAH HAWLEY: 'He has an intuitive understanding
of human behaviour and an instinctive grasp of plot that make
him a master storyteller' Guardian 'An addictive thriller whose
thematic richness is reminiscent of Franzen' The Sunday Times
'Hawley's sublime prose glows on every page' Daily Mail 'A
thriller of masterful precision' Independent 'High-class
entertainment' Mail on Sunday 'One of the year's best suspense
novels' New York Times
World's Edge Oct 05 2020 Two cycles have passed since Ryuu
lost his adopted father, and he dares to hope that he's found
peace at last. But nightblades live by the sword, and when a new
breed of warrior threatens the Southern Kingdom, Ryuu and
Moriko are pulled to opposite edges of the known world to
uncover mysteries that have lain dormant for hundreds of cycles.
As the Three Kingdoms descend into chaos, the two nightblades
must decide what they stand for. There's no place to hide, and the
secrets they reveal will have the power to change the world
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forever.
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Gideon Nov 25 2019 The Canaanite age of iron finds a simple
woodsman lost in the forest of fear and doubt; challenging Ba'al,
the Amorite god, to rescue his one true love, and grows into a
mighty man of valor conquering the Midian Empire
Sword of Honor Aug 27 2022 IN THE EPIC HISTORICAL
NOVEL SWORD OF HONOR, DAVID KIRK CONTINUES THE
SAGA OF MUSASHI MIYAMOTO, THE GREATEST SWORDSMAN
IN JAPANESE HISTORY, AS HE JOURNEYS TO THE ANCIENT
CITY OF KYOTO TO FIGHT FOR HIS LIFE AND HIS IDEALS.
Having survived the cataclysmic battle of Sekigahara, which
established the mighty Tokugawa Shogunate, young Musashi
Miyamoto travels through Japan determined to proclaim his
revolutionary epiphany that the “way of the samurai,” the ancient
code that binds warriors to their masters, needs to be abolished.
But during the battle Musashi insulted an adept of the powerful
Yoshioka school, and a price has been put on his head. Musashi is
drawn to Kyoto, domain of the Yoshioka, driven by anger and
certain that he will deal a crushing blow to the traditional
samurai dogma by destroying the school. Musashi will learn,
however, that the capital of the nation is rife with intrigue and
potential rebellion against the newly established government, a
struggle into which he unwittingly enters. Among other outcasts,
Musashi will find the worth of his spectacular skill with the sword
weighed against the deep cunning of manipulative Lords, and
must make his reckoning with the Yoshioka, the way of the
samurai, and ultimately his own nature. Only then will he be able
to take one step closer to becoming the wise old sage who wrote
The Book of Five Rings. Sword of Honor seamlessly blends
meticulous research, mesmerizing action sequences, and a
driving narrative to bring this extraordinary figure to life.
Star Trek Feb 27 2020 Captain Kirk and the crew of the
Enterprise find themselves teamed with Klingons and Romulans
against a galactic threat that has been hushed up by their
Access Free
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X-Factor Vol. 20 Oct 25 2019 Collects X-Factor #250-256. The
Hell on Earth War begins! The various Lords of Hell battle for
dominance in a vicious, mystical war triggered by the seven
billionth soul born on Earth, and only X-Factor can prevent the
entire world from going up in flames! But as X-Factor struggles to
stop the Lords of Hell from tearing the Earth apart, familiar faces
will return - the first of whom is Strong Guy! And he has a bone to
pick with his former teammates. This is the beginning of the end
for X-Factor as you know it..
Imzadi Sep 16 2021 Years before they served together on board
the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM, Commander William Riker and ship's
counselor Deanna Troi had a tempestuous love affair on her home
planet of Betazed. Now, their passions have cooled and they serve
together as friends. Yet the memories of that time linger and
Riker and Troi remain Imzadi- a powerful Betazoid term that
describes the enduring bond they still share. During delicate
negotiations with an aggressive race called the Sindareen Deanna
Troi mysteriously falls ill and dies. But her death is only the
beginning of the adventure for Commander Riker, an adventure
that will take him across time, pit him against one of his closest
friends, and force him to choose between Starfleet's strictest rule
and the one he calls Imzadi.
The Triple Frontier Jun 20 2019 In a zone of lawlessness,
vengeance has no borders…An action-packed novella by the New
York Times-bestselling author of Tom Clancy Power and Empire.
It’s called the Triple Frontier—the volatile border zone between
Paraguay, Brazil, and Argentina, one of the most lawless and
deadly regions in the world. It’s a corrupt sanctuary where drug
lords, Middle Eastern terrorists, slave traders, and dozens of
other violent gangs operate with little or no interference from the
law. For special agent Jericho Quinn, it’s the crossroads of hell.
Especially when his younger brother Bo gets caught in the fire.
Enlisted to protect the son of an IT mogul on a South American
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ruthless cartel. Jericho amasses a cartel of his own to take on the
most vicious criminals on earth—far from home, without U.S.
government sanction, and without mercy. Mess with the bull, you
get the horns—Jericho Quinn style… “A formidable warrior
readers will want to see more of.”—Publishers Weekly
African Samurai Mar 30 2020 Warrior. Samurai. Legend. When
Yasuke arrived in Japan in the late 1500s, he had already
traversed much of the known world. Kidnapped as a child in
Northeast Africa, he served as a bodyguard to the head of the
Jesuits in Asia, traveling to India and China, and eventually
arriving in Japan, where everything would change. Most Japanese
people had never seen an African man before. Some believed he
was a god. Others saw him as the black-skinned Buddha. Among
those drawn to him was Lord Nobunaga, head of the most
powerful clan in Japan, who made Yasuke a samurai in his court.
Soon, Yasuke was learning the traditions of martial arts and
ascending the upper echelons of Japanese society, where he
would live on to become a legend for the centuries to come.
Black Vengeance Jan 08 2021 The JSA are thrown back in time to
a less enlightened America of 1951 where they learn that their
predecessors faced evils more insidious than super villains, while
in the present, Spectre metes out brutal justice.
Temple of a Thousand Faces Sep 23 2019 In his international
bestseller Beneath a Marble Sky, John Shors wrote about the
ancient passion, beauty, and brilliance that inspired the building
of the Taj Mahal. Now with Temple of a Thousand Faces, he
brings to life the legendary temple of Angkor Wat, an unrivaled
marvel of ornately carved towers and stone statues. There, in a
story set nearly a thousand years ago, an empire is lost, a royal
love is tested, and heroism is reborn. When his land is taken by
force, Prince Jayavar of the Khmer people narrowly escapes death
at the hands of the conquering Cham king, Indravarman. Exiled
from their homeland, he and his mystical wife Ajadevi set up a
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bold enough to reclaim their kingdom and free their people.
Meanwhile, Indravarman rules with an iron fist, pitting even his
most trusted men against each other and quashing any hint of
rebellion. Moving from a poor fisherman's family whose sons find
the courage to take up arms against their oppressors, to a
beautiful bride who becomes a prize of war, to an ambitious
warrior whose allegiance is torn--Temple of a Thousand Faces is
an unforgettable saga of love, betrayal, and survival at any cost.
READERS GUIDE INCLUDED
The Sundered Aug 15 2021 Nearly a decade after Star Trek’s
Captain Kirk’s disappearance, Captain Hikaru Sulu of the
Starship Excelsior embarks on dangerous mission that could
potentially end in a galaxy-wide war. Leading unprecedented
peace talks with the violently xenophobic Tholian Assembly,
Captain Hikaru Sulu is at the forefront of promoting diplomacy
and defending the United Federation of Planets. But when a
deadly confrontation explodes on board the Starship Excelsior,
Sulu and his crew are thrust into the middle of an unexpected
conflict that could have lethal consequences for Earth. As
tensions rise, Sulu must question where his responsibilities
lie—with the fragile peace he must preserve or with the victims of
his own world’s tragic past.
Aquaman by Peter David Book One Nov 06 2020 Reexperience the beginning of Peter David's iconic run on Aquaman,
which shaped the life of Atlantis' most famous citizen for years to
come, in AQUAMAN BY PETER DAVID BOOK ONE. Here begins
Arthur Curry's recollection of the epic journey that led him to
become the mythical superhero we know as Aquaman. Since his
dramatic debut in the 1940s, Aquaman has gone from admired
hero to legendary icon. Able to breathe in both air and water, the
King of the Seven Seas has fought villainy from the deepest
depths of the oceans to the outer limits of the galaxy. He is
unquestionably one of the greatest heroes the world has ever
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TIME AND TIDE #1-4 and AQUAMAN #0-8, as well as a new
introduction by Peter David.
Child of Vengeance Oct 29 2022 Honour, duty, vengeance... The
way of the Samurai. A thrilling new adventure from a bold new
voice in historical fiction, for fans of Conn Iggulden Scholar.
Warrior. Samurai. His name was Bennosuke, son of the great
Munisai Shinmen, known throughout the empire as one of the
greatest warriors who ever lived. His destiny was to become a
great warrior like his father - a Samurai, one of the most feared
and respected in the world. But before fame comes action, and
Bennosuke must prove himself on the battlefield before he can
claim his inheritance. And in his way stands the vengeful Hayato,
son of Lord Nakata, the face of the enemy, a man who is
determined to kill Bennosuke. It is a battle between honour and
vengeance, pride and reputation. And Bennosuke must look death
in the eye before he can call himself a warrior. Before he can call
himself Musashi, the greatest warrior of all time… 'A fascinating,
exciting book, beautifully observed. Kirkcreates characters of
great depth. An absolute gem' Conn Iggulden 'Mr Kirk restores
my faith in historical fiction to bring lost worlds to life. Bravo! The
keenest and most vivid evocation of the inner life of the East since
James Clavell's Shogun'Steven Pressfield, author of Gates of Fire
Sword of Honour May 24 2022 Honour, duty, vengeance... The
way of the Samurai. The second Samurai adventure from David
Kirk, perfect for fans of Conn Iggulden. Musashi Miyamoto's
reputation precedes him. He is known as the greatest warrior of
all time. But all that must change, for Miyamoto and his men have
been defeated in the great battle of Sekigahara. Tens of
thousands of men lie slaughtered and the Armies of the East have
claimed a glorious victory. And now, alone but alive, he must
contemplate his future. Until this moment he has lived and fought
as a Samurai, proud of its ancient tradition, following The Way
with honour. But in defeat he must question everything, and what
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strong and he is just one man. But though he seeks to throw off
the past, the past will not let him go. His name is on a list of those
who have dishonoured the Yoshioka warriors, and a man has been
sent to claim is head in their name. And so, though he renounces
violence, he must protect himself and seek revenge on those who
would have him dead…
I, Jane Aug 23 2019 Though her path to the throne was long and
paved with treachery, Jane Seymour would win the heart of her
king—and heal her own. Jane Seymour of Wiltshire is not meant
to go to Court. Not a child like her, with her lack of beauty and no
title. But family connections are enough to have her named to the
bridal retinue of Mary Tudor. At the French Court, the plain and
docile Jane meets the girl who will grow into her rival in years to
come: the already charismatic and conniving Anne Boleyn. Soon
back home in the English countryside, Jane wants nothing more
than peace and quiet—and the devotion of her childhood
protector, William Dormer. But his family vows to keep them
apart, and Jane is called back to Court to serve Katherine of
Aragon, who is fighting for her life as Queen in the face of Anne
Boleyn’s open seduction of King Henry VIII. In those turbulent
years, Jane will learn the value of loyalty and honesty, while
holding fast to her convictions. And it is her unblemished soul
that will slowly rise above the chaos—and turn a king’s head.
READERS GUIDE INCLUDED
Nightblade Dec 27 2019 Ryuu is a boy orphaned by violence at a
young age. Found by a wandering warrior, he learns he may have
more strength than he ever imagined possible. A quiet child,
Moriko is forced into a monastic system she despises. Torn from
her family and the forest she grew up in, she must fight to learn
the skills she'll need to survive her tutelage under the realm's
most dangerous assassin. Young, beautiful, and broke, Takako is
sold to pay for her father's debts. Thrust into a world she doesn't
understand and battles she didn't ask for, she must decide where
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the brink of war, the decisions they make will change both their
lives and their Kingdom forever. If they can stay alive.
Child of Vengeance Jul 26 2022 Inspired by the true story of
sixteenth-century samurai Musashi Miyamoto, David Kirk has
crafted a rich, absorbing novel of one young man’s coming of age
at a crucial turning point in Japanese history. Thirteen-year-old
Bennosuke is deeply disconnected from the rest of his village.
When he was five, his mother died, and his father, a powerful
samurai, has been traveling the country in service to his lord ever
since. Raised by his uncle, a monk, who has tried to teach his
charge to eschew violence and martial glory and embrace
knowledge and peace, Bennosuke worships his absent, renowned
father, Munisai. Subject to shifting alliances beyond his control,
Munisai has become indebted to the odious Nakata clan. This
escalating feud forces him to return home to his village—followed
by his enemies. Now Bennosuke will be forced to confront harsh
truths about his family history and his own place in it—and to
choose between the paths of samurai and monk.
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